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Abstract 

Smartphone applications are getting more multifarious and demanding of increased 

energy and computing resources. Mobile Cloud Computing (MCC) made a novel 

platform which allows personal Smartphone to execute heavy computing tasks with 

the assistance of powerful cloudlet servers attached to numerous wireless access 

points (APs). Furthermore, due to users’ mobility in anywhere, ensuring the 

continuous connectivity of mobile devices in given wireless network access point is 

quite difficult, because the signal strength becomes sporadic at that time. In this 

paper, we have proposed QoS and mobility aware optimal resource allocation 

architecture for remote code execution in the cloud that offers higher efficiency in 

timeliness and reliability domains. By carrying continuous track of user, our 

proposed architecture performs the offloading process. Our test-bed 

implementation results show that our assumed system model outperforms the 

state-of-the-art methods in terms of success percentage, execution time and 

workload distribution. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
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1.1 Overview 

Due to recent pioneering achievement in mobile and wireless communication 

technologies, mobile devices such as Smartphone, tablets, laptops already have 

taken a large market through worldwide. Many prominent research and statistical 

studies are predicting 5.5 billion mobile users by 2020, which will represent 70 

percent of the global population [1]. This assumption and current statistics of a large 

number of users are encouraging mobile application developers to develop different 

types of motivational, complex and strategy based applications. Mostly, these types 

of applications occupy a large amount of computational power and energy in the 

device which causes the shortage of battery lifetime. It is also very unhealthy for a 

human being. Moreover, for the increasing number of the user, handling mobile 

traffic with users’ free movement is also a big challenge for the network provider. 

 

Mobile cloud computing (MCC) is a Masonic pattern where data storage and 

CPU intensive tasks are performed on cloud and mobile devices are mainly used as a 

sleazy client to interact with the application and rendering the results processed 

from the cloud. This architecture is very much helpful to gain the battery lifetime 

and decrease the energy consumption for the large size of applications. To the 

contrary, all computations and observations are guided by the cloud is basically 

complicated. As a result, cloudlet (CL) concept has risen to reduce the computational 

pressure for the cloud and represents the middle tier of a 3-tier hierarchy: 

mobile device - cloudlet - cloud. It supports resource-intensive and interactive mobile 

applications by providing powerful computing resources to mobile devices with 

lower latency. By gathering information about the demanding tasks and necessary 

environmental fact of the user, cloud distributes the offloading responsibility to the 

cloudlets. 

 

In this project, we have designed a system to reduce the mobile traffic by 
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setting more scalable, efficient and fast technique for mobile code offloading 

through cloud and cloudlet. According to our proposal, the cloud will distribute the 

tasks among cloudlets by maintaining a highly efficient way as well as will reduce 

the dependency between cloud and user. Moreover, in random user mobility, our 

system would give less chance to interrupt in providing optimal resource allocation 

during offloading in cloud and cloudlet. 

 

1.2 Motivation 

MCC technology is the enabling technology which promises the realization of 

pervasive computing era because integrated mobile devices, sensors and virtual 

entities are widely used nowadays. It provides minimum communication cost with 

the mobile platform. Moreover, researches on more effective and potential cloud-

based computation are showing an advancement future research scope. 

 

With the increase in computer and mobile user’s, data storage has become a 

priority in all fields. Large and small scale businesses today thrive on their data and 

they spent a huge amount of money to maintain this data. It requires a strong IT 

support and a storage hub. Not all businesses can afford the high cost of in-house IT 

infrastructure and backup support services. For them, cloud computing is an 

accessible solution. In addition, cloud computing gives the freedom to use services 

as per the requirement and pay only for what we use. Due to cloud computing, it has 

become possible to run IT operations as an outsourced unit without many in-house 

resources. 

  

1.3 Mobile Cloud Computing 

Cloud computing is a trading clop for modern technologies which provide 

software, data access and storage services that do not require end-user knowledge 
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of the physical location and configuration of the system that delivers the services. 

However, MCC is the combination of mobile computing, cloud computing, and 

wireless networks to serve rich computational resources to the mobile users and 

cloud computing providers at anywhere anytime through internet based on the pay-

as-you-use principle. It enables users to quickly and securely collect and integrate 

data from various sources, regardless of where it resides. It also improves reliability 

with information backed up and stored in the cloud. Moreover, mobile applications 

that run on the cloud are not constrained by device storage and processing 

resources. Only data intensive processes can run in the cloud. 

 

1.3.1 Basic of MCC Architecture 

MCC uses computational augmentation approaches by which resource-

constraint mobile devices can utilize computational resources of varied cloud-based 

resources. There are four different cloud models that we can consent according to 

business needs: public cloud, private cloud, community cloud and hybrid cloud. 

Public cloud computing resources are owned, governed and operated by the 

government, an academic or business organization. Private cloud computing 

resources are deployed for one particular organization and mostly used for intra-

business interactions. Community cloud computing resources are provided for a 

community and organizations. And hybrid type cloud is used for both types of 

interactions - B2B (Business to Business) and B2C (Business to Consumer). 

 

1.3.2 Advantages of MCC 

 Cloud computing offers a number of advantages such as scalability, agility and 

economy efficiency, in comparison of traditional IT infrastructure. It virtualizes 

physical and software resources and provides generic services (e.g. IaaS, SaaS, etc). 
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So, it is regarded as a new paradigm and it is dramatically changing the landscape of 

information technologies. Meanwhile, contributed by the rapid deployment of 

broadband wireless networks and fast growth of Smartphone, more and more users 

are using mobile phones to access Internet services. 

There are some other advantages of MCC: 

� It enables mobile users to store and access large data on the cloud. Mobile 

applications are no longer constrained by the storage capacity of the device. 

� The data and services in the cloud are always available even when the users 

are moving from one place to another place. 

� Storing data and applications in the cloud reduce the potential for loss of data 

in the event of a hardware failure, improving reliability and availability. 

� Service providers can easily add and expand their service offerings. 

� Multiple services from different providers can be integrated easily through 

the cloud to meet today’s complex user demands. 

� MCC can be designed with a comprehensive data security model for both 

service providers and users by allowing protected copyrighted digital 

contents in the cloud. MCC providers have security services in place such as 

virus scanning, malicious code detection, and authentication for mobile users. 

 

1.3.3 Challenges in MCC 

The wide spread of Smartphone and their capabilities made them an 

important part of many people's life over the world. However, there are many 

challenges facing these devices such as low computing power and fast energy drain 

from their batteries. One solution is to use mobile cloud computing services to run 

certain tasks in the cloud and returning back the results to the mobile device saving 

space and processing power.  



 

In the MCC landscape, a c

and communication networks c

computation offloading, seam

management, context-processin

and privacy,[9]  elasticity that hi

 

Figure 1:
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applications running on mobile devices by using low latency, high-bandwidth 

wireless connectivity and by hosting cloud computing resources physically closer to 

the mobile devices accessing them. This is intended to eliminate the WAN latency 

delays that can occur in traditional cloud computing models. 

 

1.4 Proposed Solution Model 

The application code offloading mechanism from resource poor mobile device 

to remote server has been well studied in the literature [6]. The code offloading 

facilitates faster execution as well as resource utilization. Research techniques have 

already worked on many solutions to the issues of computational power and battery 

lifetime by offloading tasks on the cloud. Prominent among them are MAUI [4] and 

the CloneCloud [5] projects. 

MAUI [4] is a system that creates the opportunity of fine-grained energy-

aware offload of mobile code to the infrastructure. It does not heavily rely on 

programmer support to partition an application, and not even require full process 

(or full VM) migration. 

CloneCloud [5] proposes offloading process using VM images as a powerful 

virtual device. Other techniques related to mobile code offloading worked on the 

static analyzer, dynamic profiler and optimization solver [3]. 

Cloudlets [8] introduce the concept of using nearby highly resourceful 

computers, to which Smartphone connects over wireless LAN. This concept helps to 

save higher latency and bandwidth trouble, which would have cost to be connected 

to the cloud constantly. 

ThinkAir [2] focuses on the elasticity and scalability of the cloud and 

enhances the power of mobile cloud computing by parallelizing method execution 

using multiple VM images.  

ENDA [3] try to work with the network consistency for dynamic application 
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offloading, where they predict a path for the user and always care the continuous 

user track by storing their previous and current states. In real life scenario, this can 

hardly be assumed always.  

All these existing offloading techniques assume that network performance 

will always remain consistent which is also hardly possible in the real scenario 

because of user mobility.  

 

1.5 Contributions 

In our thesis work, we propose the same approach of using Smartphone VM 

image inside the cloud for handling heavy computational offloading. Different from 

them, our system model connects the cloudlets with every base station to be under 

the mobile network always and also deals with a commercial cloud scenario with 

multiple mobile users instead of a single user. Hence, we focus not only on the 

offloading efficiency and convenience for developers but also on the elasticity and 

scalability of the cloud side for the dynamic demands of variant customers. 

 

1.6 Organization of the Thesis Work 

The rest of this book chapters are organized as – chapter 2 describes 

background and motivation of our proposed system; chapter 3 describes our system 

model and assumptions; chapter 4 describes framework activities; chapter 5 shows 

experimental evaluation of our work with proper explanation; chapter 6 is 

concluded discussing overall of our works along with the direction of our future 

research work. Finally, proper references of our thesis work and a list of acronyms 

and notations are depicted respectively. 
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Chapter 2: Background and Motivation 
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2.1 Overview of Background and Motivation 

The concept of mobile cloud computing provides a great opportunity for the 

development of mobile applications since it allows the mobile devices to maintain a 

very thin layer for user applications and transfer the computation and processing 

overhead to the virtual environment. Famous researchers tried to give new 

directions to enhance the MCC field. Among the research areas in MCC, we are 

mostly concern on QoS and mobility aware based models. Though we studied other 

related thesis papers to modify or find out a new most efficient way for MCC and 

offloading in cloudlet to minimize real response time. 

However, challenges of MCC are mainly our motivating points. Because, for 

increasing number of mobile users, security and privacy are a big deal to represent 

the best reliability of MCC to the mobile users and network service providers. Even 

providing best cloud service with reduced bandwidth cost, latency cost, cloud 

service cost, mobile network cost will make a large profitable market for MCC. 

Ongoing worldwide adoption of mobile devices has created novel demand for access 

to e-commerce, social media, and entertainment applications anywhere, at any time. 

This has not only increased the amount of mobile broadband traffic transported by 

the carrier networks but also transformed its composition. In this sense, QoS is one 

of the most important and demanding fact to utilize in MCC. QoS in MCC basically 

defines the mechanism of controlling the performance, reliability, and usability of 

cloud computing service for users. Since QoS is judged by customers, that’s why 

customers basic and mostly needed requirements get priority to think about most 

efficient system models. 

On the other hand, modern technologies and competitive professions are 

making peoples busy day by day. Nowadays MCC is mostly concern on the extent the 

service during users’ random mobility due to higher bandwidth and network service 

cost. There are various research works performed and performing on this issue to 

optimize the necessary costs relevant with MCC within the small response time. 
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resources in the presence of mobility using tiered cloud architecture. It optimally 

partition the execution of the LTW in the two tier architecture based on a utility 

metric that combines service price, power consumption and delay of the mobile 

applications. Basically MuSIC algorithm is a greedy heuristic that generates a near 

optimal solution to the tiered cloud resource allocation problem using a simulated 

annealing based approach, which typically starts out with an initial solution in the 

potential solution space and iteratively refines this to generate increasingly 

improved solutions. It uses a randomized approach to increase the diversity of 

service selection. 

 

2.3 Discussion on the uniqueness of the Thesis 

During our research study, we noticed some limitations in some literature, 

which made us more careful to think about our ideas. In ThinkAIR [2], latency by 

starting, resuming and synchronizing among the virtual machines (VMs) is not well 

introduced. In ENDA [3], cloud service has considered with the constant movement 

of the user with a predicted path, which is not fully mobility aware mechanism. In 

MAUI [4], their design is not enough to handle multithreaded applications. Its 

applicability is also doubtful since it has a high dependency on fast Wi-Fi network. 

CloneCloud [5] system does not evaluate the negative effects of an overloaded 

server. Slow response time would have a huge impact on the effectiveness of this 

type of system. CloneCloud [5] uses a combination of static analysis and dynamic 

profiling to optimally and automatically partition an application; so that it can 

migrate, executes in the cloud, and reintegrates computation in a fine-grained 

manner that makes efficient use of resources. 

Comparing with these issues, our assumed system model has outperformed 

during our test bed experiment. Our system model considers lower bandwidth and 

lowers latency during the offloading process because our system model is not only 

cloud dependent model but also cloudlets, where cloudlets are considered with 
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every base station. Since the distance between the user and middle tier architecture 

cloudlet is not so far as like as distance between cloud and user, our system model 

provides little response time and fast reliable computation. It also ensures the best 

mechanism not to lose the data during offloading if any inconsistency shows.  

 

2.4 Conclusion 

MCC is a large communication based and technological field to handle large 

databases and dynamic applications offloading mechanism at anywhere anytime. 

Besides that, uses of less bandwidth and latency will improve to extend the servicing 

power of network providers. Our system model will ensure less bandwidth and less 

latency cost requirement during offloading in cloud and cloudlet. Since our model is 

considered for any kind and sizes of applications, it will handle the offloading 

process for each individual application with more scalable way. We are hopeful that 

our assumed system model will create a unique footprint in MCC techniques.  
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3.1 Introduction 

In the design of our assumed system model, we have considered cloudlets 

with every base station to ensure a better service for the users. It will reduce 

bandwidth cost, latency cost and other necessary network servicing cost. Moreover, 

this consideration will be very helpful if any network inconsistency (server down, 

adverse weather, under maintenance and so on) shows without unnerving users to 

continue their natural movement or ride on any vehicle. 

 

  

3.2 Objectives of Our System Model 

 We have reflected our assumption through four key design objectives. 

 

3.2.1  Rapidly Dynamic Adaptation in Changing 

Environment 

Since we have given main priority on user mobility during offloading in cloud 

and cloudlet, so due to user random mobility, chances are very high to changing 

network AP rapidly. Besides that, in inconsistent network or in emergency case, our 

system in cloud will face the whole computing process to meet with user satisfaction 

without making interruption in their tasks offloading. That’s why, our proposed 

system model have to adapt quickly and efficiently with rapidly changed 

environment by avoiding interference during offloading in the cloud and/or the 

cloudlet.  

 

3.2.2  Fast Execution Controlling Power 

Some applications do not need to offload in the cloud and/or cloudlet due to 

their small sizes and little computational power requirement. These types of 

applications will be managed by the runtime system in Smartphone. And, which 
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tasks are actually needed to offload in cloud or cloudlet that will decide our 

framework quickly by checking network AP with some mandatory parameters. It 

will save time as well as will earn the user satisfaction. 

 

3.2.3  Low Cost of Bandwidth and Latency 

 In our consideration since all cloudlets are situated with every base stations, 

there are high chances to keep user under consistent network. Moreover, when any 

user will get near most cloudlets services, it will minimize bandwidth and latency 

cost for offloading the tasks. As a result, network providers also can serve more 

users easily. 

 

3.2.4  Reliability and Availability 

 According to business view, maintaining reliability and availability in any 

service for user attracts more users to dependent on that service. When user will 

feel free and comfort using MCC techniques in their daily lives, it will open the door 

of many innovative ideas to enlarge the MCC field.  

 

 

3.3 System Model Architecture 

Here is our high level view of assumed system model architecture where 

clouds, cloudlets and users mobile devices will carry different collaborative 

functionalities to offload the tasks. We are not bothering about what types of 

wireless network exist among them, because our framework will smartly handle all 

kind of offloading process through any types of wireless network. However, the 

efficiency and speed of our system will be more on the basis of strong wireless 

network. 
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3.3.2.1 Clients Queue Handler 

When offloading requests come from clients to the cloud, it will maintain the 

tasks requests in a queue according to first-come-first-serve (FCFS) method. Same 

clients queue handler with the same approach will also work in every cloudlet. It 

will help clouds and cloudlets to identify each task individually. 

 

3.3.2.2 Profiling with Dynamic Input Stream 

Dynamic IS coming from clients every requested task will be stored in 

dynamic profiling section in a cloud database. Depending on the profilers’ 

information, offloading process will perform. We have considered three profilers for 

our system which will hold all of the related information of user request.  

 

Application Profiler (ApP) 

It will select and keep application information. It will also mark which parts 

within application codes can be offloaded. 

 

Users Mobility Analyzing Profiler (UMAP) 

Starring from taking a request from the client till sending back the offloaded 

tasks to them, they may move frequently to here and there under or outside of the 

cloudlets range. So, wherever their position is, from the first state to the last state, it 

will keep track of users. 

 

Network Profiler (NP) 

This will check availability and strength of signal power during the offloading 

process in both stable position and mobility of user. During user mobility, new 

network AP can appear which information will also store. 
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3.3.2.3 Network AP Monitoring Unit 

To distribute the tasks of requests in any cloudlet, the preferable cloudlet will 

be ensured by this unit. It will pass information to cloudlet with necessary 

computational instructions. If network inconsistency shows, without losing the 

offloaded and incomplete portions of tasks, this unit will collaborate DM to manage 

rest of the computational operation. 

 

3.3.3 Network AP Definition and Status 

The selected cloudlet is either capable to offload or not, will be confirmed to 

the cloud by this unit. Even when the selected cloudlet is not capable of offloading, it 

will pass user request with their DI to the next MECL among the list of cloudlets 

given by cloud. Moreover, area coverage of base station network may not same 

for every cloudlet. So, all basic information of base station ranges, cloudlets 

storage size and others will be put in this unit.  

  

3.4 Conclusion 

 Our system model architecture is designed with all necessary 

functionalities. All of them will cooperate with each other to perform the offloading 

process efficiently. They will give less chance to lose any application data during 

offloading. So, users have no worries about their data privacy. On the other hand, 

cloud providers can use our system to implement practically without any hesitation. 

Because our system will require low cost of network service. 
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Chapter 4: Framework Activities 
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4.1 Introduction 

 In previous chapter we have shown overview of our system architecture. In 

this chapter we will describe how our system architecture will work in entire 

offloading process in clouds and cloudlets. We enlisted in this chapter two 

algorithms which will show the mechanism of selecting most efficient cloudlet/s for 

user and the main controlling system of cloudlet. 

 

4.2 Computational Flow 

 

Figure 6: Flowchart of Network AP Selection and Offloading  
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Step-1: According to Figure 6, initially cloud server will receive a user request (UR) 

which include users’ mobile device id (DI) and location status. Through DI and 

location status, cloud server will know the users’ current approximate location, 

which will help cloud server to choose the nearest as well as MECL for offloading.  

  

Step-2: Secondly, according to Algorithm 1, the cloud will check whether any 

cloudlets exist or not nearby the user. 

 

If there is no cloudlet exists nearby the user, the cloud will take the offloading 

request as self-responsibility. After completing offload, the cloud will directly send 

the task to the user.  

 

But if cloudlet/s exists, Algorithm 1 will choose MECL among them and will sort a list 

of next most efficient cloudlets (Li[n]) for the user. We have considered three 

parameters to choose MECL and the list Li[n], which are: bandwidth (BW), latency 

(LY) and the distance between user and cloudlet (DUC). This two information (MECL 

and Li[n]) with UR and their DI will be sent by Algorithm1 to the first cloudlet 

CL(i=1), where i=1,2,3,...,n. 

 

Step-3: Now, Algorithm 2 will check the chosen cloudlet status [CL(i=1)], either it is 

busy or free to offload.  

 

If CL(i=1) is free, it will start to offload. Then it will check the step-4. 

 

But if CL(i=1) is busy, after how much time (WT), CL(i=1) will be free to take the 

requested task to offload, will be calculated. Then WT will be compared with Xλ, 

where Xλ is a constant time given by the cloud.  

 

If WT is less or equal to Xλ, until WT is not equal to zero (the time, when the cloudlet 

will be free to accept the requested task in its clients queue), the task will wait for 

that cloudlet and will start offloading when WT will be zero and then follow step-4. 
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If WT is greater than Xλ, it means the cloudlet is not free enough to operate the new 

task. So, according to the next MECL list, Li[i++] will take place, which will be 

compared with Li[n]. 

 

If the list has minimum a number of cloudlet in next stage, step-3 will repeat from 

the first step by considering CL[i] as CL[i++]. 

 

But if the list is already empty, Algorithm 2 will pass the UR with DI to the cloud and 

then the cloud will perform the offload. 

 

Step-4: In cloudlet, after completing offload, it will check whether the client is under 

that same cloudlet range or not. 

 

If the client is still in the range of that specific cloudlet, it will deliver the task to the 

client and then send a confirmation message to the cloud that the cloudlet 

successfully sent the task/s to the client. 

 

If the cloudlet can’t find out the client in its range, it will notify the cloud and will ask 

to track the client. Here the tracking result has two possibilities, one is- the client is 

under different cloudlet range and another is- the client is not under any cloudlet 

range. 

 

If the client is under any different cloudlet range, the cloud will notify the offloading 

completed cloudlet an optimized route to send the offloaded task to the client. And 

then the cloudlet delivers the task/s via the optimized route of cloudlet/s by 

transferring the offloaded task/s with the client’s DI from one cloudlet to another 

cloudlet sequentially. 

 

If the client is not under any cloudlet range, the offloading completed cloudlet will 

transfer the offloaded task/s with the client’s DI to the cloud. Then the cloud will 
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deliver the task/s to the client. 

 

 

 

4.3 Algorithms 

4.3.1  Algorithm 1: Selecting mechanism of MECL 

 

INPUT: BW: Bandwidth, LY: Latency, 

DUC: Distance between user and cloudlet, DI: Users’ unique mobile device 

id 

µ1: Value of bandwidth given by cloud provider  

µ2: Value of latency given by cloud provider  

µ3: Value of DUC given by cloud provider 

 

OUTPUT: Confirmation about existence of cloudlet/s with respect to user location, 

MECL, 

Next most efficient cloudlets list (Li[n]) 

 

1. Search CL with respect to location of DI  

2. if CL Exist then  

3. Find n (number of Cloudlets)  

4. for i=0 to i<n do  

5. BW = Found value *  1 

6. LY = Found value *  2  

7. DUC = Found value *  3  

8. Z[i] = BW + LY + DUC  

9. end for  

10. for i=0 to i<n-1 do  
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11. for j=0 to j <n-i-1 do  

12. if Z[i] >Z[i+1] then  

13. TEMP = Z[i]  

14. Z[i] = Z[i+1]  

15. Z[i+1] = TEMP  

16. end if  

17. end for  

18. end for  

19. else  

20. OFFLOAD in Cloud  

21. end if 

 

 

4.3.2 Algorithm 2: Main Control System in Cloudlet 

 

INPUT: UR: User Request, LY: Latency, 

DI: Users’ unique mobile device id,  Li[n]: Next most efficient cloudlets 

list 

OUTPUT: Completing Task 

 

1. if CL[i] free then  

2.    OFFLOAD  

3.    Follow step-4 (Description of computational flow) 

4.    BREAK  

5. else  

6.    Measure WT  

7.    if WT <=  Xλ  then  

8.    Wait till WT == 0  
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9.    OFFLOAD  

10.    Follow step-4 (Description of computational flow) 

11.    BREAK  

12.    else  

13.    Li[i++]  

14.    if Li[i++] <= Li[n] then  

15.    CL[i] == Li[i++]  

16.    Repeat from step-1  

17.     else  

18.    Send UR with DI to Cloud  

19.    Break  

20.     end if  

21.    end if  

22. end if  

 

 

4.4 Conclusion 

From step-1 to step-4 in section 4.2, we have considered the whole process with 

the consistent network. But, if any network inconsistency occurs, the cloud will take 

the full responsibility to perform the offloading process. Moreover, for network 

inconsistency during offloading, completed and incomplete part of offloading will be 

handled by cloud instantly, which will ensure: 

1. All activities in cloudlets are continuously observed by the cloud. 

2. Our proposal will ensure relativity and less dependency between cloud and 

cloudlets. 

3. Requirement of less bandwidth and less latency cost during offloading. 

4. Fast real response time in full offloading processing mechanism. 
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Chapter 5: Experimental Evaluation 
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5.1 Introduction 

To evaluate our assumed system model, we arranged a performance 

comparisons scenario with respect to ThinkAIR [2], ENDA [3] and MuSIC [7] 

systems, for optimizing resource allocation in mobile cloud computing (MCC) 

environment. A test-bed environment is implemented to find out the performance 

difference. We denoted our system name shortly as Q-MAC in the graphs.  

 

5.2 Environmental setup 

We have setup cloudlet based environment as follows: 

1. 12 laptops of different models are used as cloudlets to the corresponding APs 

for the mobile devices. 

2. The IEEE 802.11n WLAN interfaces of the laptop are configured as hotspots. 

3. 6 Android Jelly Bean Samsung Galaxy S2 mobile phones and s Android KitKat 

based Samsung Galaxy Grand2 as clients. 

4. Google App Engine served as the cloud. 

The detailed device specifications are listed in following table: 

 Mobile 

Type 1 

Mobile 

Type 2 

Cloudlet 

Type 1 

Cloudlet 

Type 2 

Cloud 

 Samsung 

Galaxy SII 

Samsung 

Galaxy 

Grand2 

Samsung 

Laptop 

Dell 

Inspiron 

series 

Laptop 

Google App 

Engine 

CPU Dual-core Quad-core Core-i5 Core-i3  

Clock 

Speed 

1.2 GHz 1.2 GHz 2.1 GHz 1.8 GHz  
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Memory 1 GB  1.5 GB 8 GB 4 GB  

Operating 

System 

Android OS 

v4.1 (Jelly 

Bean) 

Android OS 

v4.4.2 

(KitKat) 

Windows 7 

64 bit 

Windows 7 

32 bit 

 

 

 To observe the optimal resource allocation technique and measure offloading 

performance according to our framework, we have chosen few random sizes of 

applications with the random mobility of users. 

  

5.3 Performance metrics 

 We have compared the performances on the following performance metrics: 

 

5.3.1 Percentage of Requests Executed 

Within the maximum allowable time, the ratio of the number of results 

received and the number of tasks offloaded for remote execution is considered here. 

 

5.3.2 Average Time for Request Execution 

The difference between the instant at which an individual task start its 

execution and the time instant at which the result is obtained is considered as 

execution time. The execution time of an individual task is averaged to evaluate the 

total number of executions of different tasks during the experiment.  

 

5.3.3 Standard Deviation of Cloudlet Computation Loads 

The values of standard deviation define how well the load is distributed 

among the cloudlets.  
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5.4 Simulation Results 

We have carried out the experiments for increasing mobility speeds of users 

and observed the impacts on it, ranging from 0m/sec to 10m/sec. Here, the number 

of APs is fixed at 6 and 5 mobile devices are used for experiments. Each mobile 

device has sent different type and size of applications. 

 

 

5.4.1 Impacts of Average Mobility Speed of Users 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7.1(a): Impacts of average speed of mobile users (No. of mobile device=5) 

 

Figure 7.1(a) states that the percentage of requests executed successfully and 

gradually decreases for increasing mobility speeds. Our proposed Q-MAC system 

provides more stable performance compared to ThinkAIR, ENDA, and MuSIC. 

ThinkAIR, ENDA, and MuSIC do not exploit the mobility patterns of users. For 
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random high-speed movements, it results in high failure rate of the submitted and 

assigned tasks to offload under any cloudlet for all three systems. To the contrary, Q-

MAC uses cloudlets as intermediate servers to assure optimal resource allocation 

technique with its smart task execution mechanism by tracking only users’ unique 

mobile device ID. Moreover, the cloudlets can transfer the offloaded task to each 

other by following optimized route, when it is necessary due to users higher 

mobility speed. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7.1(b): Impacts of average speed of mobile users (No. of mobile device=5) 

 

Figure 7.1(b) shows that the average execution time of offloading is increased 

with the mobility speed. This execution time includes the data transmission, 

computation, waiting delays and maintaining user requests queue. When user 
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moves fast, the network strength changes so rapidly which increases that data 

transfer time increases sharply. Our mobility aware task execution system Q-MAC 

has showed reduced number of failures and retransmissions as well as reduced 

waiting time and thus it has achieved better delay performance compared to 

ThinkAIR, ENDA, and MuSIC. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7.1(c): Impacts of average speed of mobile users (No. of mobile device=5) 

 

Finally, Figure 7.1(c) illustrates that with increasing mobility speed, the 

standard deviation of cloudlet computation loads increases significantly. Our 

proposed Q-MAC algorithm provides better performance than ThinkAIR, ENDA, and 

MuSIC because the workloads are well distributed among the cloudlets; and cloud 

always keep better care the whole execution process as well as during users random 

movement if user do not stable under the initial cloudlet, cloud manages the 

computation, execution and delivery the tasks to the user with its smart mechanism. 
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5.4.2 Impacts of Varying Number of Mobile Devices 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7.2(a): Impacts of varying number of mobile devices (Average mobility 

speed=2m/sec) 

 

Figure 7.2(a) shows that the percentage of request executed successfully at 

remote cloudlets and cloud decreases slowly with the increasing number of mobile 

devices. ENDA and MuSIC systems do not focus on scheduling the multiple requests 

together considering hardware resources and heterogeneities in application. 

ThinkAIR system is only cloud dependant which increases the load in cloud. In Q-

MAC, we have placed cloudlets with each base station so that it can enhance the 

percentage of request execution efficiently.  
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Figure 7.2(b): Impacts of varying number of mobile devices (Average mobility 

speed=2m/sec) 

 

Figure 7.2(b) shows that for less number of requests, all systems (ENDA, 

ThinkAIR and Q-MAC) take around same amount of time to perform the 

computation process except ThinkAIR due to its only cloud dependency, which 

takes much time to perform the full operation. However, in Q-MAC system, the 

estimation of user different velocity and allocating requests in different cloudlets 

results with less interferences. 
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Figure 7.2(c): Impacts of varying number of mobile devices (Average mobility 

speed=2m/sec) 

  

According to figure 7.2(c), the initial workload of Q-MAC is higher than other 

systems such as Think Air, ENDA and MuSIC. As the number of devices increase, the 

standard deviation of Q-MAC decreases due to its optimized and balanced 

distribution of workload. On the other hand, workload distribution is not well 

defined in ENDA and MuSIC systems and ThinkAIR does not include any cloudlets to 

distribute the workload. As a result, the standard deviation for that systems increase 

with the increasing number of mobile devices.  

 

5.5 Conclusion 

In our test bed experiment, comparing with ENDA, ThinkAIR, and MuSIC, Q-

MAC has given satisfactory results. The graphs and discussions show the better 

efficiency of Q-MAC than rest of the three models. Our considered performance 
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metrics are very good answer to compete with MCC challenges.  We are very hopeful 

that Q-MAC will be able to retain its better efficiency in real life scenario. As a result, 

cloud computing providers and network providers can provide better service to the 

mobile users. It will increase a large reliable market for users and very profitable job 

sector also.  
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Chapter 6: Conclusion & Future Scope 
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6.1 Discussion 

 

In this book, we have introduced a new framework for offloading mobile 

application codes to the cloud and cloudlets. In our system architecture, we have 

assumed cloudlet with each base station as an intermediate server under a cloud. It 

will adapt with rapidly changed environment due to users random mobility and 

velocity. Its fast execution controlling power will reduce bandwidth and latency 

cost. For both user and cloud providers, our system will give best reliability on 

users’ data privacy and setting up cloudlets with every base station will increase 

availability of network service. The introduced algorithms will choose the best near 

most cloudlets for user and control fast computation in cloudlets. 

However, our assumed system model gave better view comparing with 

famous ThinkAir, ENDA and MuSIC system models. Because, basically our system 

planning is simple and fast to execute many tasks altogether and most frequent to 

load the tasks distribution among cloudlets. After performing simulation, we are 

very hopeful about our thesis work that our system will also retain its’ better 

performance in real world scenario in mobile cloud computing techniques.  

 

 

 

6.2 Future Work 

 

Mobile cloud computing (MCC) is the next big thing in the current market 

scenario. It will not provide benefits only to the Smartphone users but also very 

helpful with a broader range of mobile subscriber. With MCC, mobile phone user will 

get benefit in number of ways and help them to run their business applications 

without large amount of capital investment in infrastructure and services. 
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We know that big data is a new term of modern large and complex datasets. 

We are interested to work for handling big data with respect to MCC. Additionally, 

computation of offloading tasks by using multiple VMs of multiple cloudlets is very 

challenging, because collaborative execution among cloudlets is quite complicated. 

Although if this come true practically, it will reduce full computational pressure on a 

particular cloudlet when user will not stable under its range. Our future work will 

be distributing the offloading task among multiple VMs, in multiple cloudlets. We 

also aim to expand on analyzing the trade-offs between costs and benefits in real 

world scenario. 
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Appendix A: List of Acronyms 

Acronym Full form 

  MCC Mobile Cloud Computing 

CPU Control Processing Unit 

IT Information Technology 

IaaS Infrastructure as a Service 

SaaS Software as a Service 

QoS Quality of Service 

WAN Wide Area Network 

LTW Location-Time Workflow 

NDK Native Development Kit 
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Appendix B: List of Notations 

Acronym Full form 
 

UR User Request 

DM Decision Maker 

CL Cloudlet 

Li[n] A number of next most efficient cloudlets 

List 

i Used to identify individual cloudlet from 

the list, where i=1,2,3,………,n 

WT Waiting time to get the chance in queue 

for offloading 

Xλ Constant value, set up by Cloud 

BW Bandwidth 

LY Latency 

DUC Distance between user and cloudlet 

AP Access Point 

IS Input Stream 

ApP Application Profiler 

NP Network Profiler 

UMAP Users Mobility Analyzing Profiler 

DI Users’ unique mobile device ID 

 


